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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this study is to investigate how the emotion expressed by a fictitious proposer
influences the responder’s decision to accept or reject a severely unfair deal, represented by the splitting of a
predetermined sum of money between the two players during an ultimatum game (UG). Rejection leads both
parts to dissipate that sum. Critically the authors consider the situation in which both players have the best
alternative to negotiation agreement (BATNA), which simulates a backup plan to rely on in case of no agreement.
Design/methodology/approach – The participants played a UG and, to foster the ecological validity of
the paradigm, the parts could both rely on a more or less generous BATNA. The critical manipulation was the
emotion expressed by the proposer while their BATNAwas either hidden (Exp. 1) or communicated (Exp. 2).
Findings – The proposer’s emotions influenced participants’ own emotions, affected their social evaluations
about the proposer, the desire for future interactions with the proposer and were used to infer the proposer’s
BATNA when it was unknown. In this latter case, proposers’ emotions and in particular his/her happiness,
decreased dramatically the participants’ tendency to reject even severely unfair offers.
Originality/value – Past research on UG has been predominantly aimed to investigate the effect of
responders’ emotions or the effects of responders’ emotions on the proposer, devoting little attention to how
the critical responder’s acceptance/rejection decision might be affected by the proposer’s emotion. Especially
in the ecological situation where the parts have a BATNA in case of non-agreement.
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1. Introduction
The ultimatum game (UG) models the crucial last stage of a negotiation, where the final offer
can be accepted or rejected (Arvanitis et al., 2019). The decision to reject positive offers on
the UG has been attributed to emotional reactions to unfair treatment that overrides purely
economic considerations (Koenings and Tranel, 2007; Yamagishi et al., 2009; Reed et al.,
2020). Literature consistently shows that unfair offers induce anger and their rejection
relates to aggression and conflict escalation, to such an extent that UG has been proposed as
an anger-induction paradigm (Gilam et al., 2019). Therefore, recent research effort has been
dedicated to investigating factors associated with a greater propensity to accept even unfair
offers (Paz et al., 2017; Park, 2021; Ng et al., 2019; Arvanitis et al., 2019).
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Dunn et al. (2012) found that the perception and regulation of bodily-based emotional
biasing signals (“gut feelings”) partly shape financial decision-making on the UG.
Measuring the players’ skin conductance responses as an autonomic index of affective state,
they found that skin conductance activity was higher for unfair offers and that this was
associated with a rejection of unfair offers. This lends support to the notion that rejection is
related to an emotional response such as frustration and this could have strong implications
for conflict studies, as conflict escalation often just starts with rejection, i.e. after the failure
of some sort of ultimatum coordination trial.

Until about a dozen years ago, effects of emotion on the rejection rates of ultimatum
proposals have been studied, as by Dunn et al. (2012), almost exclusively through an
“intrapersonal” perspective, i.e. investigating the effect of the responders’ own affective state
on his/her decision to reject or accept the offer (for a review see Reed et al., 2020). In
synthesis, this research found that sadness resulted in higher rejection rates of unfair offers
while happiness was not associated with any systematic bias in decision-making (Harlé and
Sanfey, 2007).

The current study is instead based on the seminal studies of Van Kleef et al. (2004a),
which successfully adopted also an “interpersonal” perspective to study the effect of
emotion in negotiation and economic games, focusing on the effect of the counterparts’
emotion on the agent of a strategic decision. Consistent with the social functional approach,
this line of research shows, with some important exceptions and distinctions, that decision-
makers facing an angry opponent make more cooperative strategic decisions (e.g.
formulating higher offers in a negotiation) than those with a non-emotional counterpart,
whereas decision-makers interacting with a happy counterpart make more competitive
decisions (e.g. make lower concessions).

Unfortunately, most research on the interpersonal effects of emotions in the UG has
focused on the effects of the respondent’s emotions on the proposer’s allocation decision,
neglecting the effects of the proposer’s emotions on the responder and not considering the
source-specific effects of these emotions on the UG crucial final decision. The present
research aspires to contribute to filling this gap.

2. Literature review and hypotheses development
2.1 The role of interpersonal emotion of the proposer’s
Van Dijk et al. (2008), investigated the interpersonal effect of responders’ anger and
happiness on the proposers’ offer on the UG. Their results corroborate the notion that when
the responder expresses anger, the proposer formulates better offers to reduce the rejection
risk, as anger could be interpreted as a signal that the responder has a high limit which
could drive her or him to be tough and demanding. The authors also found evidence for
emotional contagion, meaning that the proposer became angrier when confronted with an
angry responder and happier with a happy one. This is the reason why the authors found
that expressing anger may backfire in the long run.

Other studies have investigated the effect of interpersonal emotions on the proposer from
different perspectives. Lelieveld et al. (2012) focused on anger and disappointment expressed
by the responder as a consequence of the proposer’s offer, whereas Nelissen et al. (2011) have
shown that the proposer’s allocation decision can be influenced by anticipated guilt or fear,
depending, respectively, on the concern of being unfair or being rejected.

Despite these strides forward, the literature is still mostly neglecting the investigation of
the interpersonal effect of the proposer’s expressed emotion on the responder’s decision in a
UG. The general lack of interest in this aspect seemed to us a void that merits further
investigation because studying the interpersonal effect of emotion on the responder means
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studying the effect of emotion on the protagonist of the UG. In fact, the responder is the one
who must make the ultimate decision that could potentially instigate conflict through the
rejection, depending on how fair the offer is perceived (Zheng et al., 2017 for a review on this
topic). This research gap has been also acknowledged by Handgraaf et al. (2003), who have
highlighted that the lack of focus on the responder is a missed opportunity to understand the
interpersonal behavior in bargaining contexts. Since then, only little advancements have
been made to fill this gap.

To the best of our knowledge, only three studies have specifically investigated how
interpersonal primary emotions expressed by the proposer affect the responder’s acceptance
rate. Mussel et al. (2013), manipulating agents’ facial expressions, have found that offers
from proposers expressing anger have less likelihood to be accepted compared to neutral
and smiling expressions. Besides the effect of the offer fairness, the whole range of possible
offers, from the most generous (7 cents/3 cents) to the most unfair (1 cent/9 cents), was
affected by this emotional effect. The hypothesis was that a smiling counterpart is perceived
as friendly and bearer of positive intentions, whereas an angry counterpart is perceived as
unfriendly and bearer of negative intentions. On the same stream of research, Liu et al.
(2016) have found that proposer’s sadness, disgust and fear also tend to reduce the
responder’s acceptance rate. However, in this case, the effect was explained in terms of
emotional priming. Specifically, positive primed emotions may lead the responder to focus
on the positive aspects of the offer such as the monetary reward, attenuating the focus on
negative aspects such as the potential unfairness. On the contrary, negative primed
emotions may lead to the opposite pattern.

Another study (Mussel et al., 2014) has investigated the effect of smiling and non-smiling
proposers’ expressions measuring responders’ brain activity through electroencephalography,
a technique that allowsmeasuring the activity of the brain cortex. The study focused on a brain
signal called feedback-related negativity which is indicative of an event that is “worse than
expected.” In fact, they have found that the amplitude of the signal increased as the offer
became more unfair, indicating a greater violation of their expectation. Interestingly, smiling
faces tend to reduce the amplitude of this signal, indicating a modulation of the negative
feelings triggered by the violation of the expectation. At a behavioral level, Mussel et al. (2014)
have also found that when the proposal comes from a smiling face, in some cases, it has a
higher probability to be accepted, although the effect is rather small. The proposed explanation
is that a positive emotion attenuates the negative feelings triggered by the unfairness of the
offer.

From a social functional perspective of emotional expressions (Van Kleef, 2010; Van
Kleef and Côté, 2018), it could seem at best a mere experimental exercise to investigate the
interpersonal effect of emotion on the responder, as the information he/she can infer from
the proposer’s emotional expressions cannot be used strategically to modulate accordingly
his/her counterproposal as he/she can only make the final decision to reject or accept the
other’s last proposal. However, such an argument seems to underestimate the “irrationality”
of human decision-making (and the human drive to punish individuals that are perceived as
unfair; Burnham, 2007), and therefore it could lead to the same conceptualization errors
which undermined the predictive strength of the normative economic theory, which claims
that every positive offer should not be rejected despite any fairness considerations. Instead,
fairness assessment has been widely demonstrated to be critical (Bahrya and Wilson, 2006;
Solnick and Schweitzer, 1999; Van Dijk et al., 2004) and, in line with other studies, we
hypothesize that it could also significantly be affected by the emotional expression of the
proposer.
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Relying on the results and interpretations previously reported on the effects of
interpersonal primary emotions expressed by the proposer on the responder’s acceptance
rate (Liu et al., 2016; Mussel et al., 2013, 2014) and triggering the participants’ tendency for
rejection by proposing a severely unfair offer (85 chips for the proposer and 15 chips for the
participant), we state our first hypothesis as follows:

H1. The proposers’ anger expression would negatively influence the responders’
affective state and impression about the other increasing the rejection rate
compared to the control group.

On the other hand, given the marked unfairness of the ultimate offer, we state our second
hypothesis as follows:

H2. The proposers’ happiness expression would positively affect the responders’
emotions and impressions but not enough to significantly reduce the rejection rate
compared to the control group.

2.2 Best alternative to the negotiation agreement, emotions and ultimatum game
With the purpose of increasing the predictive strength of laboratory studies, some research
on the interpersonal effects of emotion in negotiation tasks has tried to emulate more closely
real-life situations by incorporating a “consolation prize” or a plan B, called the best
alternative to the negotiation agreement (BATNA) which represents a payoff of the variable
entity that the parts can obtain in case of non-agreement (Van Dijk et al., 2008; Pietroni et al.,
2008). The negotiation behavior investigated in an economic and social vacuum, where the
only payoffs obtainable could be generated exclusively through the focal interaction, seem
to oversimplify the paradigm limiting its ecological validity (Knez and Camerer, 1995).
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, the interpersonal effect of emotion on the responder
has never been investigated in UGs including agents’ BATNA.

As one of the most common forms of advice to an agent preparing for a negotiation is
never enter the arena before having well defined your own BATNA (Fisher et al., 2011), it
follows that the research in this area should not neglect to provide an explicit BATNA to the
participants. According to this perspective, research on the interpersonal effects of emotion
proposed that, among the set of different sources which can elicit the expresser’s emotion
(like, for example, the proposal, the proposer and the situation), one should also include the
expresser’s own BATNA, i.e. the emotions the expresser shows to the counterpart while
taking into consideration his/her plan B available in case of failure of the interaction with the
counterpart (Pietroni et al., 2009). Because of this important inclusion, the signaling function
of the emotion may also help the parts to infer the richness of the BATNA on which their
counterpart could rely in case of non-agreement and this type of assessment could deeply
affect, among many other aspects, also the responders’ fairness considerations on which
their decision whether rejecting or not is so heavily based on.

However, from another perspective, as anticipated above, information about the
proposer’s BATNA could be irrelevant in the UG. In fact, according to the EASI model
(emotions as social information, Van Kleef, 2009), there are two paths through which the
counterpart’s emotional expressions may affect the decision-maker: the strategic and the
effective path. Through the strategic path, the others’ emotional expressions could be used
to infer information about their intentions and positions (for example, their aspirations, their
priorities, their BATNA). Through the effective path, the counterpart’s emotions influence
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the decision-maker in an immediate and thoughtless way, affecting, for example, interpersonal
liking and eliciting affective reactions based on social contagion.

As the responder in a UG has only the power to reject the ultimate proposal and has no
possibility to modulate a counteroffer to meet the needs of the counterpart, the responder should
be totally de-motivated to follow the strategic path to infer any kind of strategic information
about the counterpart. From this functional perspective, we should, therefore, expect the
proposers’ emotions to affect the responders’ rejection rate mainly through the affective path, i.e.
influencing the responder’s mood and benevolence toward the proposer. Specifically, Harlé and
Sanfey (2007) found that the rejection rate is more affected by the responders’ negative emotions
than by the positive ones. In other words, anger increases the rejection tendencywhile happiness
does not significantly reduce it compared to the control group.

As using the proposers’ emotional expression to infer their BATNA appears to be
strategically futile for the responder according to the EASI model (Van Kleef, 2009), we
started our third hypothesis as follows:

H3. Participants would not be motivated to use the proposers’ emotions to try to infer
their BATNA value. Therefore, the proposers’ emotions should not affect the
participants’ evaluations concerning the richness of the proposers’ BATNA.

In summary, our study challenges the assumption that the proposer’s emotion cannot
convey strategic information to the responder, by introducing the proposer’s BATNA as a
strategic piece of information that may (or may not) be inferred through his/her emotion.
This is intended to fill the gap between the well-established literature on the interpersonal
and strategic, effects of the responder’s emotion on the proposer and the growing body of
literature on the interpersonal effects of proposer’s emotion on the responder, which has
often neglected to investigate strategic aspects.

3. Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we tested the three hypotheses stated above.

3.1 Participants and experimental design
A total of 48 undergraduate students (24 women; mean age = 22.68; SD = 1.87) at the
University of Padua (Italy) participated in the study for course credit and the chance to win a
prize of 100 euros (which roughly corresponded to an entire month of university tuition fees
and in the previous experiment resulted to be perceived as a motivating prize; Pietroni et al.,
2009). The one-factor experimental design included the proposer’s emotion (anger vs
happiness vs no emotion) as a between-participants variable and the decision whether to
reject or not the unfair proposer’s allocation proposal (offer rejection) and the estimate of the
proposer’s BATNA as dependent variables. Additional dependent variables were self-
reported emotions, the impression of the proposer andmanipulation checks.

Participants were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions and the experimenters
were blind to this assignment.

All procedures performed in our experiments were in accordance with the ethical standards
of the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.
Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.

3.2 Procedure
On arrival at the laboratory, participants were welcomed and informed that they would
participate in a study on strategic decision-making and that they would be paired with
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another participant who was called “the counterpart” and was seated in a second laboratory
(whose behavior was in fact simulated).

Participants then received an explanation of the UG task. All participants learned that
they were assigned the role of responder while their counterpart was assigned the role of the
proposer. Their task consisted in deciding whether to reject or accept their counterpart’s
allocation proposal concerning an endowment of 100 chips. If they accepted the offer, the
chips would be divided accordingly, if they rejected the offer, both the responder and the
proposer would only receive their respective consolation pocket of the chip.

Participants were told that the number of chips included in their consolation pocket
depended on the result of the drawing and it could range from 0 to 100 chips. Participants
were then invited to draw from an urn a ticket indicating the number of consolation chips
they would receive only in case they rejected the counterpart’s offer, while they were told
that their counterpart was conducting a similar draw in the other laboratory. Actually, the
draw was faked and all participants were assigned a consolation pocket of 10 chips, i.e. quite
a poor BATNA (the experimental procedure is reported in Figure 1).

To enhance participants’ involvement in the task, they were informed that the chips
would be converted to lottery tickets at the end of the experiment and that the more points
earned, the more lottery tickets one would obtain and the greater would be one’s chance of
winning a prize of 100 euros.

Figure 1.
Experimental
procedure
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Just before receiving the proposer’s offer, participants learned that an additional goal of the
study was to examine the effects of having versus not having information about the
counterpart’s intentions. They were informed that they were randomly assigned to
the “information condition,” and therefore that they could read a handwritten note by the
proposer with his/her proposal intention, written just after the draw not knowing that it
would be read by the participant. A comprehension check and a debriefing verified that the
instructions and the rewarding systemwere understood before proceeding.

After a pause of a couple of minutes, participants received a handwritten note with their
counterpart’s offer intention (the calligraphy was pre-tested to appear both masculine and
feminine). After another minute, participants received a form containing the proposer’s
actual offer, which indeed corresponded to the intended one: 85 chips for the allocator and 15
chips for the responder/participant. Participants were asked to fill this form marking with a
cross either the acceptance option or the rejection option and then to send the form back to
the proposer.

Subsequently, we asked participants to take part in some manipulation checks and to
assess the emotions they ascribed to the proposer, as well as to themselves. Furthermore, we
asked the participants to estimate the proposer’s BATNA (i.e. the number of chips drawn as
consolation), to express their impression about the proposer and their desire for future
interactions with him/her.

At the end of the experiment, participants were thoroughly debriefed and given 3 lottery
tickets.

3.2.1 Manipulation of proposer’s emotion. The handwritten message with the proposer’s
offer intention (“I think I will offer 85 chips for me and 15 chips for the other”) also contained,
except for the control condition, an emotional statement, which constituted the experimental
manipulation. It was stressed that the proposer did not know that his or her intentions were
going to be revealed to the participant. This was done to lead the participants to believe that
they were receiving information about the real emotions of the proposer and not emotions
altered for self-presentational or strategic purposes (and in this way also increasing the
credibility of the emotion expressed in the written message; Van Leeuwen, 2018). The
emotional statements were adapted from Van Kleef et al. (2004a). In the angry proposer
condition, the offer intention was preceded by the statement “I am angry for how it is going
so far,” in the happy proposer condition the offer intention was preceded by the statement
“I am happy with how it is going so far.”

The verbal emotional expressions have been widely demonstrated to be as effective in
conveying the underlying cognitive, affective and motivational states of an individual as
non-verbal expressions such as facial and vocal expressions or bodily posture (Van Kleef,
2017; Van Kleef, 2021; Scarantino, 2019).

3.2.2 Dependent measures. The “offer rejection” was the participant’s decision to reject
the severely unfair proposer’s offer consisting of 85 chips for him/herself and only 15 chips
for the participant.

To check the adequacy of the manipulation of the proposer’s emotion, participants were
asked to indicate on a seven-point scale how angry, irritated, happy and satisfied they
thought their counterpart was. The items designed to measure perceived anger and
irritation correlated substantially (r = 0.87) and were averaged into an index of perceived
anger. The items pertaining to happiness were combined into an index of perceived
happiness (r= 0.77).

Participants’ own emotions were measured by asking to indicate on a seven-point scale
how angry, irritated, happy and satisfied they felt during the task. The items designed to
measure negative emotions were averaged into an index of experienced anger (r = 0.74).
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The items pertaining to positive emotion were combined into an index of experienced
happiness (r= 0.75).

Participants’ estimate of the proposer’s BATNA was measured by asking them to guess
the number of consolation chips they thought their counterpart drew out, i.e. the chips their
counterpart received in case of rejection.

Participants’ own emotions were measured by asking to indicate on a seven-point scale
how angry, irritated, happy and satisfied they felt during the task. The items designed to
measure negative emotions were averaged into an index of experienced anger (r = 0.74).
The items pertaining to positive emotion were combined into an index of experienced
happiness (r= 0.75).

Impression of the proposer was measured by five differential semantic items. On seven-
point scale participants assessed how likable, cooperative, disagreeable, cold and bad the
counterpart was. Negatively framed items were reverse-scored and the items were combined
into a positive impression scale (a = 0.83). Finally, participants were asked to express on a
seven-point scale their desire to be involved in future interactions with the same proposer.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Manipulation checks. To check the manipulation of the proposer’s emotion, we
submitted the participants’ rating of their opponent’s anger and happiness to a 3 (proposer’s
emotion: anger vs happiness vs no emotion)� 2 (rated emotion: perceived anger vs perceived
happiness) ANOVA, the latter variable being a within-participants factor. The hypotheses
about the manipulation efficacy were stated as follows. Participants’ evaluation of
proposer’s anger would be higher for participants in anger condition compared to those in
the happiness condition; participants’ evaluation of proposer’s happiness would be higher
for participants in happiness condition compared to those in the anger condition;
participants’ evaluation of proposer’s anger and happiness would be equal in the no emotion
condition. Results showed the expected interaction between the proposer’s emotion and the
participants’ perception of the proposer’s emotion, F(2, 48) = 26.2, p < 0.001 (h2 = 0.54).
Participants in the angry proposer condition rated their opponent as significantly angrier
(M = 5.03, SD = 2.03) than did participants in the happy proposer condition (M = 1.25, SD =
0.48). Similarly, participants with a happy proposer rated their opponent as happier (M = 6,
SD = 0.97) than did participants with an angry one (M = 2.47, SD = 1.7). Finally,
participants who did not read any emotional statements (control condition) rated the
proposer not differentially neither angry (M = 3.44 SD = 1.86) nor happy (M = 3.87, SD =
1.85). Further, paired-sample t-tests revealed that rating within the two emotion conditions
was higher for the intended emotion than for the other emotion: Participants in the angry
proposer condition rated their opponent as angrier than happy, t(15) = 2.99, p < 0.01 and
those in the happy proposer condition rated their opponent as happier than angry, t(15) =
14.71, p < 0.001. Together, these results indicate that the manipulation of the proposer’s
emotion was successful.

3.3.2 Offer rejection. To test the effect of the proposer’s emotion on the participant’s
tendency to reject the unfair offer received, we calculated the Chi-square on a 2 (participant’s
choice: reject vs accept) � 3 (proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness vs no emotion)
Contingency Table. The results showed that when the unfair proposal came from a happy
proposer it was rejected in a significantly lower number of cases (2 out of 16, 12.5%) than
when it came from an angry (10 out of 16, 62.5%) or a non-emotional (7 out of 16, 43.7%)
counterpart, x2 (2) = 8.54, p < 0.05. A closer analysis showed that the offer rejection in the
happy condition was significantly lower than in the control condition, x2 (1) = 3.86, p< 0.05,
Cramer’s V = 0.42 and the offer rejection in the control condition was not significantly lower
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than in the angry condition, x2 (1) = 1.3, ns (results are reported in Figure 2). A post hoc
power analysis on the Chi-square test was conducted by using the G*Power software
(version 3.1.9.4), with a at 0.05. The estimated power (1� b ) was greater than 0.90.

3.3.3 Appraisal of the proposer’s Batna. A one-factor (proposer’s emotion: anger vs
happiness vs no emotion) ANOVA on participants’ estimate of the proposer’s BATNA was
performed to test whether the proposer’s anger condition would be associated with a poorer
estimated BATNA compared to the proposer’s happiness and the no emotion conditions.
The analysis revealed a significant effect, F(2, 47) = 48.36, p < 0.001 (h2 = 0.68).
Participants in the angry proposer condition estimated the proposer’s BATNA to be poorer
(M = 16.87, SD = 9.64) than participants in the happy proposer (M = 65.67, SD = 17.11) and
no emotion condition (M = 50.62, SD= 15.26). An independent-sample t-test showed that the
appraised BATNA significantly differed between the happy condition and the no emotion
condition, t(30) = 2.62, p < 0.05 and the estimated BATNA in the control condition
significantly differed from the angry condition, t(30) = 7.48, p< 0.001 (results are reported in
Figure 3).

3.3.4 Participants’ emotions. To check the participant’s experienced emotions, we
submitted the participants’ rating of their experienced anger and happiness to a 3
(proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness vs no emotion)� 2 (rated emotion: perceived anger
vs perceived happiness) ANOVA, the latter variable being a within-participants factor. The
hypotheses were stated as follows. Participants’ evaluation of experienced anger would be
higher for participants in the anger condition compared to those in the happiness and no
emotion conditions; participants’ evaluation of experienced happiness would be higher for

Figure 2.
Rejection rate as a

function of proposer’s
emotion in

Experiment 1
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participants in the happiness condition compared to those in the anger and no emotion
conditions. The ANOVA showed that participants’ own emotions were affected by the
proposer’s emotion. Participants who interacted with an angry proposer reported more
experienced anger (M = 2.66, SD = 1.3) than did participants who interacted with a happy
(M = 1.66, SD = 0.85) or no-emotion (M = 1.91, SD = 0.9) opponent, F(2, 47) = 4.03, p < 0.05
(h2 = 0.15). Similarly, participants who received the offer from an angry proposer reported
less experienced happiness (M = 2.56, SD = 1.36) than did participants who received the
offer from a happy (M = 3.94, SD = 1.05) or non-emotional (M = 3.66, SD = 1.16) opponent,
F(2, 47) = 5.87, p < 0.01 (h2 = 0.21). This data suggests that, in spite of the minimal
interaction with the counterpart, emotional contagion occurred.

3.3.5 Impression of the proposer and desire for future interactions. A one-factor
(proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness vs no emotion) ANOVA on the positive impression
scale was performed to test whether participants developed a more positive impression of
the counterpart in the happiness condition compared to the other conditions. The analysis
revealed that the proposer’s emotion influenced the participants’ impression of the
counterpart, F(2, 47) = 12.09, p < 0.001 (h2 = 0.35). Participants developed more positive
impressions of happy proposers (M = 4.02, SD = 0.61) than of non-emotional (M = 2.97,
SD= 0.75) and angry (M= 2.8, SD= 0.9) opponents.

Finally, a one-factor (proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness vs no emotion) ANOVA on
the desire to be involved in future interactions was performed, under the hypothesis that
participants would express a stronger desire to engage in future interaction in the happiness
condition compared to the other conditions. As expected, results show that participants

Figure 3.
Mean estimated
proposer’s BATNA
as a function of
proposer’s emotion in
Experiment 1
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expressed a stronger desire to engage in future interactions with happy proposers (M = 4.56,
SD = 1.41) rather than non-emotional (M = 3.37, SD = 1.41) or angry (M = 2.87, SD = 1.54)
opponents, F(2, 47) = 5.67, p< 0.01 (h2= 0.20).

3.4 Discussion
Despite the fact that proposers’ emotional expressions consistently influenced the affective
state and the social evaluations of the participants, both H1 andH2 cannot be confirmed. In
fact, the proposer’s anger expression made the participants more irritated and angrier,
worsened their impression of the proposer and reduced their desire for future interactions
(with moderate to large effects), but despite that, it did not significantly increase the rejection
rate compared to the control condition, with a large effect. On the other hand, the proposer’s
happiness affected both the socio-emotional measures and the behavioral one by reducing
the offer rejection tendency compared to the control group. Furthermore, in addition to being
effectively and behaviorally influenced by the proposer’s emotional expressions,
participants demonstrated that they used the other’s emotion as a signal to infer the
proposers’ BATNA (a large effect) in spite of the strategic futility of such information, in
disagreement withH3.

As the research illustrates, as rejection decisions on the UG are often based on affective
states and fairness-related reasons which are far from the rational prescriptions of the
normative economic approach (van’t Wout et al., 2006), we could not exclude that also the
proposers’ BATNA value, inferred through the proposers’ emotional expressions, could
have affected the participants’ rejection rate of the severely unfair proposal. In fact, a higher
proposer’s BATNA value results in a lower punishment impact of the responder’s rejection
on the proposer’s payoff (Bolton and Zwick, 1995) and maybe also in a tendency to justify
and condone the aggressiveness of the severely unfair proposal (Geniole et al., 2017).

To carry out a preliminary check on the plausibility of this hypothesis, we conducted
further analysis of Exp 1’s data splitting the participants into two statistical groups, the
rejecters and the acceptors and checking if their assessment of their proposers’ BATNA value
was significantly different. An ANOVA with the rejection choice as a factor (reject vs accept)
on the appraisal of the proposer’s BATNA demonstrated a significant effect, F(1, 47) = 9.84,
p < 0.01 (h2 = 0.17) indicating that the 19 participants who rejected the offer perceived the
proposer’s BATNA poorer (M = 31.58, SD = 23.87) than the 29 participants who accepted the
offer (M = 52.76, SD = 22.22). This further result lends support for the possibility that
emotionally inferred BATNA value may “irrationally” contribute to affect the responder’s
acceptance/rejection choice of a severely unfair proposal.

4. Experiment 2
We conducted a second experiment trying to identify which specific path could relate the
proposer’s happiness with a reduction of the rejection tendency. In fact, the interpersonal
effect of the proposer’s emotion observed in Experiment 1 on the mitigation of the “rejection
bias” could be attributed to three processes:

� the socio-emotive effects of a positive emotional contagion through the affective path;
� the inference of the proposer’s BATNA value through a strategic path; or
� an interactive combination of both paths where affective and strategic paths converge.

To check the aforementioned hypotheses and to disentangle the effects of the effective path
from the effects of the strategic path, we provided the participants with explicit information
concerning the value of the proposers’ BATNA. Therefore, in some conditions of this
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experiment, emotional expressions totally lost their signaling value enabling us to test solely
the influence of the effective path. Therefore, we state our hypotheses as follows:

H4. Participants would be always influenced by the proposer’s emotion, regardless of
the presence of information concerning the proposer’s BATNA.

H5. Participants would be not influenced by the proposer’s emotion when information
regarding BATNA is provided.

H6. Participants would be influenced by the proposer’s emotion in interaction with
BATNAs’ rich and poor conditions.

H4 would lend support to the idea that the proposer’s emotion is processed through an
affective path, whereas H5 would suggest that the processing follows a strategic path and
finallyH6would indicate that the affective and strategic paths may operate joint influence.

4.1 Participants and experimental design
A total of 127 undergraduate students (92 women; mean age = 21.18; SD = 1.59) at the
University of Padua (Italy) participated in the study for course credit and the chance to
win a prize of 100 euros. The sample size was decided after an a priori power analysis
with the G*Power software, using the estimated effect size from Experiment 1 (w = 0.51)
and the desired power of 0.90 for a design with six groups, suggested a total sample size
of 120.

The 2 � 3 factorial design included the proposer’s emotion (anger vs happiness) and
proposer’s BATNA (poor vs rich vs unknown) as between-participants variables and the
decision whether to reject the proposer’s unfair allocation proposal (offer rejection) as the
dependent variable.

Additional dependent variables were self-reported participant’s emotions, the impression
of the proposer, desire for future interactions and manipulation checks. Participants were
randomly assigned to the experimental conditions and the experimenters were blind to this
assignment.

4.2 Procedure
The procedure was essentially the same as in Experiment 1. To manipulate the information
about the proposer’s BATNA in the poor and rich BATNA conditions, when participants
were informed that they were assigned to the “information condition” they learned that,
besides the opportunity to read their counterpart’s intention, they had the possibility to
know the number of consolation chips their counterparts received from the draw (the
experimental procedure is reported in Figure 1).

In the poor BATNA condition participants were informed that their counterpart drew out
20 chips, in the rich BATNA condition they learned that their counterpart drew out 60.
These values were also defined using as reference the BATNA values inferred by the
participants in the angry condition and in the happy condition of Experiment 1.

A comprehension check and a debriefing verified that the instructions and the rewarding
systemwere understood before proceeding.

Themanipulation of the proposer’s emotion was the same as in Experiment 1.
4.2.1 Dependent measures. The offer rejection was the participants’ decision whether to

reject or accept the proposer’s unfair offer.
To check the adequacy of the manipulation of the proposer’s emotion, participants were

asked to indicate on a seven-point scale how angry, irritated, happy and satisfied they
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thought their counterpart was. The items designed to measure perceived anger and
irritation correlated substantially (r = 0.81) and were averaged into an index of perceived
anger. The items pertaining to happiness were combined into an index of perceived
happiness (r= 0.90).

Impression of the proposer was measured by a five items differential semantic scale. On
a seven-point scale, participants assessed how likable, cooperative, disagreeable, cold and
bad the counterpart was. Negatively framed items were reverse-scored and the items were
combined into a positive impression scale (a = 0.72).

Finally, participants were asked to express on a seven-point scale their desire to be
involved in future interactions with the same proposer.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Manipulation checks. To check the manipulation of the proposer’s emotion, we
submitted the participants’ rating of their opponent’s anger and happiness to a 2 (proposer’s
emotion: anger vs happiness)� 3 (proposer’s BATNA: poor vs rich vs unknown)� 2 (rated
emotion: perceived anger vs perceived happiness) ANOVA, the latter variable being a within-
participants factor. The hypotheses about the manipulation efficacy were stated as follows.
Participants’ evaluation of experienced anger would be higher for participants in the anger
condition compared to those in the happiness condition; participants’ evaluation of
experienced happiness would be higher for participants in the happiness condition
compared to those in the anger condition. No effects of BATNA were expected. Results
showed the expected two-way interaction between the proposer’s emotion and the
participants’ perception of the proposer’s emotion, F(1, 122) = 416.93, p < 0.001 (h2 = 0.77).
Participants in the angry proposer condition rated their opponent as significantly angrier
(M = 5.49, SD = 1.26) than did participants in the happy proposer condition (M = 1.94, SD =
1.34). Similarly, participants with a happy proposer rated the opponent as happier (M= 5.86,
SD = 1.14) than did participants with an angry opponent (M = 2.01, SD = 1.09). Further,
paired-sample t-tests revealed that rating within the two emotion conditions was higher for
the intended emotion than for the other emotion: Participants in the angry proposer
condition rated the opponent as angrier than happy, t(62) = 14.70, p< 0.001 and those in the
happy proposer condition rated the opponent as happier than angry, t(63) = 14.49, p< 0.001.
There were no effects of BATNA manipulation. Together, these results indicate that the
manipulation of the proposer’s emotion was successful.

4.3.2 Offer rejection. We first tested the effect of the proposer’s emotion on the
participant’s decision to accept the unfair offer received, calculating the Chi-square on a 2
(participant’s choice: reject vs accept) � 2 (proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness)
Contingency Table. The results showed that when the unfair proposal came from an angry
proposer it was rejected in a significantly higher number of cases (49,2%: 31 out of 63)
than when it came from a happy proposer (25%: 16 out of 64), x2 (2) = 7.98, p < 0.01,
Cramer’s V = 0.25.

To check whether this effect could be reduced by the information about the proposer’s
BATNA, we calculated the Chi-square on the same Contingency Table but considering only
the participants who received information about the proposer’s BATNA, i.e. we excluded
from the analysis the “unknown BATNA condition.” The results revealed a no more
significant Chi-square, x2 (1) = 1.05, ns. When participants were aware of the proposer’s
BATNA value, happy proposers and angry proposers did not obtain a significantly
different probability to have their unfair proposal rejected (respectively, 30%, 12 out of 40
and 41%, 16 out of 39).
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Therefore, we proceeded to check the effect of the information about the proposer’s
BATNA on the participant’s tendency to reject the offer. We calculated the Chi-square
on a 2 (participant’s choice: reject vs accept) � 3 (proposer’s BATNA: poor vs rich vs
unknown) Contingency Table. The results showed that when the unfair proposal came
from a proposer with a poor BATNA, it was rejected in a significantly higher number of
cases (55%, 22 out of 40) than when it came from a proposer with a rich BATNA
(15.4%, 6 out of 39) or unknown BATNA (39.6%, 19 out of 48), x2 (2) = 13.51, p < 0.01,
Cramer’s V = 0.33.

Finally, we calculated the specific comparisons between happy and angry conditions
within the three BATNA conditions. As is observable in Table 1 and Figure 4, the effect of
emotion on rejection emerged only when the proposer’s BATNAwas not communicated.

4.3.3 Impression of the proposer and desire for future interactions. A 2 (proposer’s
emotion: anger vs happiness) � 3 (proposer’s BATNA: poor vs rich vs unknown) ANOVA
on the positive impression scalewas performed to test:

� whether participants developed a more positive impression of the counterpart in the
happiness condition compared to the anger condition; and

� whether participants developed a more negative impression of the proposers having
a poor BATNA compared to the other BATNA conditions.

Table 1.
Rejection rate as a
function of
proposer’s emotion
and communicated
proposer’s Batna

Opponent’ emotion
Communicated BATNA Anger Happiness Chi-square

Poor BATNA (20 chips) 11 out of 20 (55%) 11 out of 20 (55%) x2(1) = 0, ns
Rich BATNA (60 chips) 5 out of 19 (26.3%) 1 out of 20 (5%) x2(1) = 3.4, ns
Unknown BATNA 15 out of 24 (62.5%) 4 out of 24 (16.7%) x2(1) = 10.54

p< 0.01,
Cramer’s V = 0.47

Figure 4.
Rejection rate as a
function of proposer’s
emotion and
communicated
proposer’s BATNA
in Experiment 2
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The analysis revealed that the participants’ impression of the proposer was affected both by
the counterpart’s emotion, F(1, 128) = 12.25, p < 0.001 (h2 = 0.11) and by the counterpart’s
BATNA, F(2, 128) = 4.65, p < 0.01 (h2 = 0.07). Participants developed more positive
impressions of happy proposers (M = 3.86, SD = 0.81) than of angry proposers (M = 3.31,
SD = 0.82). Similarly, proposers with a poor BATNA gave a worse impression (M = 3.27,
SD = 0.84) than proposers with a rich BATNA (M = 3.7, SD = 0.79) or unknown BATNA
(M= 3.76, SD= 0.86).

Finally, a 2 (proposer’s emotion: anger vs happiness) 3 (proposer’s BATNA: poor vs rich
vs unknown) ANOVA on the desire to be involved in future interactions was performed
under the hypothesis that participants would express a stronger desire to engage in future
interaction in the happiness condition compared to the other conditions. Furthermore,
ANOVA on the desire for future interactions showed a main effect of proposer’s emotion,
F(1, 128) = 5.17, p< 0.05 (h2= 0.04), indicating that participants expressed a stronger desire
for future negotiations with happy proposers (M = 4.19, SD = 1.67) rather than with angry
ones (M = 3.51, SD = 1.86). This effect was qualified with an interaction with the proposer’s
BATNA, F(2, 128) = 3.41, p < 0.05 (h2 = 0.05), revealing substantially that the strongest
desire for future interaction was developed when the happy proposer also had a rich
BATNA, i.e. when the opponents appeared positive congruently with the generosity of
their BATNA (happy rich BATNA: M = 5.15; SD = 1.46; happy poor BATNA: M = 3.71;
SD = 1.49; happy unknown BATNA:M = 3.79; SD = 1.69; angry rich BATNA:M = 3.3; SD =
1.98; angry poor BATNA:M= 3.7; SD= 1.45; angry unknownBATNA:M= 3.54; SD= 2.13).

4.4 Discussion
Once again, the proposer’s emotional expression consistently influenced the participant’s
affective state, the participant’s impression of the proposer and the participant’s desire to
interact again in the future with the same proposer (with moderate effects). Therefore, even
in a relationship as short as a UG, we observed emotional contagion and relational
implications as systematic interpersonal effects of emotions. However, all these influences
were not sufficient to affect the rejection rate of a severely unfair proposal when the
proposer’s emotion provided no further information in signaling the value of the proposer’s
BATNA as this information was already explicitly available.

In fact, we found strong support for H5, suggesting that the interpersonal effect of
happiness on the strong mitigation of the rejection tendency (as observed in Experiment 1)
could be attributed to the “irrational” tendency to formulate the decision whether to reject or
accept a severely unfair proposal on the value of the proposers’ BATNA. The centrality of
this information and the use of the observed emotion to infer it was evident in the “unknown
BATNA” condition where the participants, as in Experiment 1, were motivated to
compensate for the lack of this information by using emotions as a signal. The consequences
were that only in this condition did the proposer’s emotional expression affect the rejection
rate and, specifically, once again happiness reduced the rejection rate more than anger
increased it (with respect to the comparable control group of Exp. 1).

Paradoxically these results demonstrated that in a UG the receiver tends to invest
cognitive resources to infer from the proposers’ emotion some strategic information and then
uses this in an “irrational” way, i.e. to decide whether to reject or accept an extremely unfair
proposal on the basis of the strategically irrelevant proposer’s own BATNA. In other words,
the expresser’s emotion is treated strategically to get information that leads to emotionally
grounded decisions. In short, the crucial social process in a challenging economic task seems
to begin and to conclude emotionally despite the inferential efforts undertaken in the middle
of the task.
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The results also suggest a partial confirmation of H6 limited to a variable, which
plays a central role in social relationships and in the economic prosperity fostered by
adopting a broader farsighted view (Pietroni and Hughes, 2016): the desire for future
interactions. This result supports the suggestive idea that expressing positive emotion
cannot be alone an efficient social strategy in the attempt to build loyalty with the
other if this display is not congruent with the real availability of satisfying resources.
In other words, people do not seem willing to invest in long term relationships with
people who appear to bluff or to be inconsistent, expressing happiness despite the fact
that they are in an unfortunate position or specifically, happily proposing a poor
allocation when they actually have not a generous alternative which could justify such
a greedy approach.

5. General discussion
Emotions play a crucial role in the UG. Here we join the effort of other scholars proposing a
new perspective to understand the effects of emotional expressions in UG, investigating how
the proposer’s emotional expression influences the responder’s affective state, social
impression and, above all, the rejection decision to an extremely unfair proposal, i.e. the final
and crucial decision which could degenerate a settlement attempt into an open conflict. For
the first time, a UG experimental paradigm has been ecologically enhanced by integrating it
with a variable and unknown BATNA to be inferred, thus allowing to investigate the
strategic role of the interpersonal emotions from the responder’s perspective, looking
beyond the affective effects investigated in previous experiments. To the sake of
completeness, it should be mentioned that BATNA in UG was previously introduced by
Van Dijk et al. (2004), but for different purposes and in a different form. In their study, the
BATNA was used to attenuate the consequences of rejection to investigate whether the
proposer was less concerned with the fairness of the offer, knowing that if the responder had
rejected it, they would have received a 10% reduction of the original offer instead of zero.

5.1 Theoretical and practical implications
Our results lend strong support for the interpersonal emotions influence on the responder
both through the affective path and through the strategic path, finding also support for a
convergent effect of the two on the important responder’s desire to build a long-term
relationship with the counterpart.

More generally, our study both confirmed the heuristic potential of an emerging
experimental approach pioneered by Pietroni et al. (2009) and provided a way to balance
past research findings (Van Kleef et al., 2011).

The former refers to the opportunity, in investigating the interpersonal effect of emotions
in economic games, to preserve the participants’ systemic awareness that all the parts
involved in an interaction always have some sort of plan B in case of non-agreement.
Following this approach, the parts may be left free to ecologically consider their
counterpart’s emotional expressions also elicited by her/his BATNA. Actually, emotions are
commonly elicited by expectations, therefore the emotions we observe in our counterparts could
realistically be triggered by the expectations they are cultivating about alternative scenarios
with respect to their contingent relationship with us. Experimental paradigms capable of
widening a narrow, local and contingent perspective by providing participants with explicit or
implicit BATNAs seem to provide stronger predictive power and external validity.

Regarding the specific effect of the inferred BATNA, we have found that not only it can
be inferred through the proposer’s emotions but it also seems to influence the perception of
fairness or justifiability of a greedy proposal. In fact, the bargaining position of a proposer
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who has a poor BATNA is considered weak, as he/she does not have a good plan B to rely
on. In this situation, an unfair proposal is probably perceived as a mere reckless predatory
attempt to exploit the responder. On the other hand, a proposer with a richer BATNA could
be justified in proposing an aggressive offer as it could be perceived as a fair attempt to
moderately further improve her/his already fortunate position. In short, we could accept to
be exploited by a powerful happy counterpart but not by a weak, both happy or angry, one.
Although these speculations would require further substantiation, we believe they represent
interesting perspectives and useful implications on the possible strategic roles of
interpersonal emotions expressed by the proposer.

Further, considering the other’s BATNA as a possible source of the other’s emotions
could help balance past research findings. Specifically, research on the EASI model (Van
Kleef, 2009) distinguished between converging and competing effects of the affective and
strategic path in response to the other’s emotions. Convergent effects appear when through
both paths, emotions lead the receiver to adopt a collaborative or competitive behavior
toward the expresser. Divergent effects appear when one path induces cooperation and the
other induces competition as in the most common finding where expressing anger generates
negative effects through the affective path (e.g. irritates the receiver) but positive effects
through the strategic path (e.g. coveys an image of toughness which yields to more generous
concessions).

In the literature, findings of divergent effects are abundant, but research showing
convergent effects is still scarce and limited (Pietroni et al., 2009). Investigating happiness
effects in BATNA-salient economic games seems a promising way to compensate for this
imbalance, as happiness seems remarkably effective in producing both socio-affective and
strategic positive convergent effects. In future research, this convergence potential might be
tested and expanded into other types of social and economic tasks and in other domains
such as persuasion, social influence, social hierarchy, leadership, motivation and team
performance (Van Kleef et al., 2011).

In persuasion, for example, a persuader who, in addition to displaying a positive and
endearing affective attitude, succeeds in making her/his audience understand that her/
his sunny disposition is motivated by the fact that many others want to take advantage
of the limited opportunity she/he is offering, in addition to inducing a social proof effect
and positive contagion can create a sense of urgency and scarcity based on the well-
known loss aversion (Cialdini, 2006). In a managerial context, a team leader who, both
as a cause or/and as an effect of his positive emotional attitude, is perceived to be able
to attract numerous and qualified candidates ready to collaborate with her/him, will
induce an implicit and positive spirit of competition that can push each member of the
group to give his/her best. On the other side, in the professional contexts in which,
unlike in the laboratory, are salient both the systemic and long-term implications of any
behavior, it is evident that often, unlike numerous and rigorous experimental findings,
those who express anger in negotiation, persuasion, people management, can obtain
only momentary and apparent victories.

In all these areas, one might investigate the possibility to solve because of the
convergent effects of positive affect, this “expresser strategic dilemma”: should I
express happiness to appear friendly but with the risk to also appear weak and needy or
should I express anger to appear tough but with the risk to undermine the relationship
with the counterpart? Finding a scientifically validated way out of this dilemma could,
therefore, represent a rigorous and applicative contribution to the promotion of social
pacification and socioeconomic growth.
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6. Conclusion
Our studies behaviorally corroborate and extend previous findings which have shown that
the proposer’s positive emotion both modulates the responder’s brain activity related to
negative feelings prompted by unfair offers (Mussel et al., 2014) and maximizes the
acceptance rate compared to negative emotion (Mussel et al., 2013). Importantly, previous
studies only investigated the affective path, finding a contagion effect of positive and
negative emotions. Here, we take a step further, finding evidence of strategic use of
interpersonal emotion which can be used to infer the opponent’s BATNA. This particular
inferential use of the interpersonal emotions appears to be also ecologically relevant, as the
value of each part’s own BATNA is carefully kept secret, and therefore these sensitive
pieces of information must be indirectly reciprocally estimated exploiting all possible clues.

A potential limitation of the ecological validity of the present study is that participants
did not engage in face-to-face interactions. We decided to test our predictions using a
paradigm that allowed us to vary the counterpart’s emotional expressions as cleanly as
possible. Previous research has shown that this task yields data that are similar to data
obtained in field settings (Van Kleef et al., 2006) and face-to-face negotiations (Sinaceur and
Tiedens. 2006), so we are confident in the generalizability of the findings.

We began this paper by underlining the irrationality, from an economic normative
perspective, of rejecting a positive offer in the UG despite the fact that it could be severely
unfair. Then we discussed that, in spite of consolidating literature on the interpersonal
effects of emotions demonstrating the strategic advantage of expressing anger, research on
positive emotions shows that they have an important social function to promote
interpersonal relationships and cooperation in a broad range of contexts both personal and
organizational (Sels et al., 2021). Attempting to integrate all these perspectives, our study
has tried to show that the cold rational prescription of unconditional acceptance could be
fulfilled through a warm emotional process, specifically through the exposure to the
proposer’s happiness in a BATNA salient ecological context.
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